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WHAT BRICK-AND-MORTAR 
GROCERY SHOPPERS REALLY WANT

AN ADVANTAGE SALES PULSE SURVEY

In-person shoppers reveal traits of their ideal store

Despite the pandemic-fueled surge in online shopping, the vast majority of the country’s primary 
grocery shoppers do all or most of their shopping in person and they’re visiting more than one retailer 
to fill their needs, according to an Advantage Sales survey of more than 1,000 U.S. adults who do at 
least half of their household’s grocery shopping.

In-person shoppers say their ideal brick-and-mortar grocery store would be clean, located close to 
their home, offer everyday low prices, stock a wide variety of products, have an excellent produce 
department and provide pharmacy and health services. 

In this age of unified commerce, where shoppers assess a retail experience by their blended digital and 
physical experience, chief grocery shoppers who buy in person say they want to see the same specials 
offered in stores and online, digital coupons for use in brick-and-mortar locations and in-store product 
sampling.

Plus, personalization matters, as a significant number say having their favorite items always in stock and 
the ability to special order products would be important traits in an ideal grocery store.
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WHO’S SHOPPING WHERE?
Despite the accelerated use of online platforms for grocery shopping, nine in 
10 of households' principal shoppers (87%) buy their groceries mostly or only in 
person. Only one in 10 shop mostly online; 2% online only.

Still, these in-person shoppers are visiting more than one store to buy their 
groceries. Only 14% of those doing at least half of their household’s shopping stick 
to one location for their brick-and-mortar shopping. Two-thirds of these shoppers 
visit two or three different stores in a typical month; another one-fifth shop in four 
or more stores. 

Online, shoppers are more loyal. Four in 10 online shoppers buy their groceries 
from one retailer. Another one-third stick to two online grocery sites.
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Number of Stores and Retailers Visited 
by Chief Grocery Shoppers
(In a typical month)

Source: Advantage Sales survey of adults who do at least 
half of their household's grocery shopping, Nov. 30, 2021; 
1,034 shoppers who do all or some of their grocery shopping 
in stores; 622 grocery shoppers who do all or some of their 
grocery shopping online. 

Source: Advantage Sales survey of adults who do at least 
half of their household's grocery shopping, Nov. 30, 2021.

Where Households' Chief Grocery 
Shoppers Are Shopping
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Superstores are the favorite places to shop for nearly half of brick-and-mortar 
shoppers. Another one-third of the country’s primary household shoppers — 40% 
of those who shop for all of their groceries in person — prefer to fill their carts at a 
traditional grocery store. Of grocery shoppers who favor specialty stores, those who 
mostly shop online are most likely to prefer them.
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Favorite Channel for In-Person Grocery Shopping

OtherWarehouse 
club stores

Specialty storesTraditional 
grocery stores

Supercenter 
stores
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Does most grocery shopping online

Does most grocery shopping in stores

Does all grocery shopping in stores

All in-person grocery shoppers

Source: Advantage Sales survey of adults who do at least half of their household's grocery shopping and buy some or all of their groceries  
in stores, Nov. 30, 2021.

Other

Other shoppers in my household prefer other stores

Does not have pack size/quantity I need

Only go there for special occasions

Prices are too expensive

Does not have all of the products I want or need

Location/distance
43%

24%

18%

6%

3%

3%

4%

Reasons Favorite Store Is Not Primary 
Grocery Store

Source: Advantage Sales survey of adults who do at least half of their 
household's grocery shopping and buy some or all of their groceries 
in stores, Nov. 30, 2021.

Favorite Is Primary Store for In-Person 
Grocery Shopping 

82% 18%Yes No

Source: Advantage Sales survey of adults who do at least half of their 
household's grocery shopping and buy some or all of their groceries 
in stores, Nov. 30, 2021.

While eight in 10 of the country’s principal grocery shoppers shop most often 
at their favorite store, nearly one-fifth say where they shop most is not their 
preferred store. Of these, 43% cite the location of the store as the reason. But 
one-fourth say their favorite store for grocery shopping doesn’t have all of the 
products they need or want, so they buy most of their groceries elsewhere. High 
prices is the reason nearly one-fifth of these shoppers don’t shop at their favorite 
grocery store most often.
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None of these are important to me

Child friendly

Enough/available employees to serve shoppers

Short lines at checkout

Feels safe

Excellent customer service

Closest to my home/convenient

Typically has the best prices/deals/specials/discounts

51%

41%

31%

21%

23%

14%

7%

2%

General CharacteristicsGeneral Characteristics
(Respondents selected two most important to them)

Source: Advantage Sales survey of adults who do at least half of their household's grocery shopping and buy some or all of their groceries  
in stores, Nov. 30, 2021.

None of these are important to me

Employees know me

Supports causes that are meaningful to me

Environmentally conscious

Gives to the local community

Makes me feel welcome
61%

36%

35%

18%

16%

9%

Customer Service and Community Engagement
(Respondents selected two most important to them)

THE IDEAL GROCERY STORE
Asked to pick their top two general traits of brick-and-mortar stores, adults who 
are responsible for at least half of their household's grocery shopping rank “the 
best prices, deals, specials and discounts” and a convenient location at the top. 
Three in 10 of these in-person shoppers picked “excellent customer service” as an 
important trait.

Looking deeper into a store’s relationship with its customers and community, the 
country’s primary grocery shoppers want to feel welcome and more than one-third 
put giving back to the community and being environmentally conscious in their 
top two most valued traits in an ideal grocery store.

“The country’s primary grocery shoppers want to feel welcome.”
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When it comes to pricing, in-person shoppers, by far, want a grocery store to offer 
lower everyday prices with not as many in-store specials as may be offered by 
others versus one that has higher everyday prices with many in-store promotions 
and deals (68% vs. 13%). Nearly one in five shoppers, though, say they have no 
preference for either pricing strategy.

Pricing
(Respondents selected one most important to them)

Source: Advantage Sales survey of adults who do at least half of their household's grocery shopping and buy 
some or all of their groceries in stores, Nov. 30, 2021.

68%
Lower everyday 
prices than some 
others, not as 
many in-store 
specials/deals

13%
Higher everyday 
prices than some 
others, with many  
in-store 
promotions/deals

18%
No preference/
neither of these are 
important to me

Physical Store Traits
(Respondents selected two most important to them)

Source: Advantage Sales survey of adults who do at least half of their household's grocery shopping and buy some or all of their groceries  
in stores, Nov. 30, 2021.

64%
Clean

27%
Enforces local COVID 
protocols

9%
Recently updated/
remodeled

26%
Ample 
parking

2%
None of these are 
important to me 

61%
Easy to shop/
navigate aisles

In this era of COVID, six in 10 primary shoppers said cleanliness is one of their 
most desired physical store traits; “enforces local COVID protocols” was a top 
ranking trait for 27% of shoppers. The pandemic may also be fueling the service 
deemed most desirable in an ideal store: Pharmacy or health services (See chart, 
page 7).
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31%

Digital coupons for use in stores
31%

Regular in-store sampling of new/featured products
23%

20%

18%

16%

15%

12%

11%

Specials are the same in the store and online

Personalized digital or paper coupons

Custom in-app coupons for products I buy

Coupons on receipts

Specials that are available only in stores

Printed flyer

None of these are important to me

assortment

45%

Carries a wide selection/variety of products

My favorite products are always in stock
34%

33%

26%

14%

13%

12%

10%

2%

Carries all the products I need/want

Carries my favorite products

Carries good selection of local/regional products

Introduces new products frequently

Carries unique products I can’t get anywhere else

Carries good selection of seasonal/holiday products 

None of these are important to me

Promotions
(Respondents selected two most important to them)

Source: Advantage Sales survey of adults who do at least half of their household's grocery shopping and buy some or all of their groceries  
in stores, Nov. 30, 2021.

Assortment
(Respondents selected two most important to them)

Diving deeper into promotions, in-person shoppers responsible for most of their 
household’s grocery buying would prefer a retailer that offers the same deals in 
stores and online, digital coupons that can be used at brick-and-mortar locations 
and in-store sampling of new and featured products. 

Even as retailers are dealing with supply chain constraints and are reconsidering 
the number of SKUs they carry, most in-person shoppers say their ideal store 
would carry all the products they need and want. One-third say having all of their 
favorite products “always in stock” and offering a wide variety of products are 
among their top two assortment traits.
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Departments
(Respondents selected two most important to them)

Source: Advantage Sales survey of adults who do at least half of their household's grocery shopping and buy some or all of their groceries  
in stores, Nov. 30, 2021.

63%
Quality produce

4%
None of these are 
important to me 

15%
Quality general merchandise 
(greeting cards, toys, other)

26%
Quality prepared  
foods/deli

52%
Quality meat 

28%
Quality 
bakery

When asked to choose two store departments most important to them in an 
ideal grocery store, most shoppers picked quality produce and quality meat 
departments. When selecting the most important services for their preferred 
store, after in-store pharmacy and health services, in-person shoppers most 
desire a store that will special order products for them, cake decorating and 
recycling of items other than bottles and cans.

39%

Recycling centers (other than bottle/can)

Special order products for me
20%

Cake decorating
19%

19%

13%

13%

9%

9%

18%

5%

4%

In-store pharmacy or health services

In-store dining/seating

ATM/banking

Custom floral arrangements

Catering

Photo developing

Dry cleaning drop o�

None of these are important to me

47%
Self-checkout

39%
Great mobile app

25%

20%

11%

10%

9%

5%

10%

Great loyalty program

Great website

Cashier-less/just walk out technology

Electronic signage or shelf tags

Great social media content

Robot to clean and check inventory

None of these are important to me

Services
(Respondents selected two most important to them)

Source: Advantage Sales survey of adults who do at least half of their 
household's grocery shopping and buy some or all of their groceries  
in stores, Nov. 30, 2021.

“ In-person shoppers’ 
ideal stores would 
carry all the products 
they need and want — 
and keep all of their 
favorites in stock.”
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Even as grocery retailers invest in their online 
platforms and faster delivery, the country’s 
primary grocery shoppers are looking for a clean, 

39%

Recycling centers (other than bottle/can)

Special order products for me
20%

Cake decorating
19%

19%

13%

13%

9%

9%

18%

5%

4%

In-store pharmacy or health services

In-store dining/seating

ATM/banking

Custom floral arrangements

Catering

Photo developing

Dry cleaning drop o�

None of these are important to me

47%
Self-checkout

39%
Great mobile app

25%

20%

11%

10%

9%

5%

10%

Great loyalty program

Great website

Cashier-less/just walk out technology

Electronic signage or shelf tags

Great social media content

Robot to clean and check inventory

None of these are important to me

Source: Advantage Sales survey of adults who do at least half of their 
household's grocery shopping and buy some or all of their groceries  
in stores, Nov. 30, 2021.

In-Store and Digital Technology
(Respondents selected two most important to them)

When considering the importance of in-store and 
digital technology, nearly half of the in-person 
shoppers picked “a great loyalty program” as a 
top-two trait. Self-checkout was very important 
to four in 10 brick-and-mortar shoppers. As 

evidence of the continued blurring of in-store 
and digital experiences, 25% of brick-and-mortar 
shoppers chose “a great mobile app” as one of 
their two most important uses of retail technology 
and 20% chose “a great website.”

easy-to-shop in-store experience, one that aligns with 
their digital experience and satisfies their desire for a 
wide variety of products sold at everyday low prices.

“Nearly half of the 
in-person shoppers 
picked ‘a great 
loyalty program’  
as a top-two trait.”
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